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“I follow Paul," and another, "I
follow Apollos," are you not mere
human beings” 1 Cor 3:4

Latest

We are not indispensable. We have not

changed since the beginning of time! Paul warned his
followers not to be hung up on teachers, but on Christ
alone. However, men throughout the centuries still
gravitate around “public figures” sadly sometimes, even
more so that Jesus Himself. In Manfredonia I tried to
rotate “the pulpit” so that preferences would not be
developed over the Word itself, yet people express
favoritism. Praise God, while we have been gone a
baptism took place performed by Salvatore Vaira (the
fellow from Norther Italy whom I met via zoom in one of
the Gospels and is now in Manfredonia -featured in the
last newsletter-).

Thanks for
your dedication to these videos. Perfect length and
strong messages. Thank you from the bottom of my
heart. FS

You always know how to send a clear penetrating
message straight to the soul. I can’t wait for the next
message. FF
Awesome project, Peppo continue onward! MS
Congratulation on the creation of the channel. The
messages are truly edifying and stimulate deep
reflections RS
A lot of wisdom in these videos. Keep them coming CC

To try to stay connected with a larger audience, I have
been publishing YouTube videos -under PeppoCast- so
that people can stay connected. Graciously, the pastor
of our church (Calvary Chapel Chattanooga), granted me
access to the church’s state of the art video equipment;
thus, the quality of the video is superb!
More importantly, I am inspired and humbled by the
comments people are expressing. Let me share a few so
that you may rejoice with us since we truly are in this
together! These messages are primarily intended for
new or non-believers as a form of outreach:

Thank you for these videos that are even more powerful
that the podcasts. The strength of your expression and
genuine emotions go straight to the heart. SC.
You are speaking words of truth that bring wholeness
to the inner being. GDB
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Very professionally done with strong tone and quality
videoing. It is like a miniseries that left me with
anticipation…what is going to happen in the next
video? Bravo. CD (from a professed atheist)!
Jane and I are still seeking the Lord’s wisdom for the
opportunity that awaits us with Young Life to start a
Global City Initiative (Rome) vs. projects with WinShape
(run by Chick-fil-a foundation) or David Ramsey.

We love you and are more grateful than
even, during these tough times, for your
faithful support! Remember that: NO
MATTER WHAT, OUR HOPE IS IN THE
FATHER WHO IS STILL IN CONTROL !
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